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ABSTRACT

Digital twins act through application programming interfaces to their physical counterparts to monitor, model, and control them. Beyond these traditional functions of digital twins, they must also act to secure their physical counterparts. A multi-model scheme is presented to help digital twins towards the task of securing the physical system. Additionally, this work includes an analysis of more than four hundred thousand tweets each relating to digital twin technology and cybersecurity which were collected during June and July in 2020. Of the first corpus of tweets collected by searching for #digitaltwin during the research period, only a small population of 10% reference security concepts. In the second and larger corpus of collected tweets, the top mentioned industries were health, education, and public. A naïve Bayes model reached a 70.3% accuracy at differentiating tweets that were either related to cybersecurity or the internet of things. The study also indicates that cybersecurity tweets are consistently more negative in many areas of sentiment when compared to tweets about the internet of things. The sentiment findings of cybersecurity tweets will reinforce the need to address culture in cybersecurity posture while the security multi-model schema contributes to the state of the art.

1. Introduction

An API development model for digital twins has been proposed recently [1]. This paper augments that work to address the cybersecurity concerns of the digital twin within the context of the various implementations and industries where the twin may be utilized. Furthermore, the adoption of current security models, such as state machine, lattice, non-interference, and information flow models are proposed for digital twins.

In the original paper, a development model for the APIs of the digital twin was created. The model was proposed to establish the context of the environment, the system, relationships between the two, and the functional and non-functional requirements.

This research includes the mining of Twitter tweets using appropriate search criteria for digital twins, the internet of things (IoT), and cybersecurity. The analysis includes mention analysis of industries, exploration of the sentiment, natural language processing (NLP) implementation towards the classification of tweets, and modeling to predict the twitter user behavior.

Three sets of tweets were collected for this study with the latter two sets being joined into a combined corpus. Each set was collected through the execution of scripts written in R. The first collection is smaller and has 3,102 tweets about digital twins. The second and third collections are larger. In total, 422,963 industrial internet of things (IIoT) tweets and 497,174 cybersecurity tweets were collected. These larger sets were combined into one corpus for analysis. The search criteria for the tweet collections are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Tweet collection search criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Script Topic</th>
<th>Criteria used in actual R code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Twin</td>
<td>&quot;#digitaltwin&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIoT</td>
<td>&quot;#industry40 OR #IOT OR #IOT&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity</td>
<td>&quot;#cybersecurity OR #infosec OR #hacking&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature and the background information on the subject. Section 3 describes our research method, including the collection of tweets as well as the processing. Sections 4 and 5 present the results from
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social media analysis. Section 6 proposes a multi-model security scheme for digital twins. Finally, section 7 presents the conclusion of this study.

2. Background and related work

Digital twins are a logical conduit between physical entities and humans, geared towards monitoring and controlling a system [2]. The design of the interfaces themselves may utilize structured standards such as OpenAPI to list the various objects, paths, and operations [3].

Digital twins can be used during system design for vulnerability detection or during physical system operations to assist with intrusion detection [4]. Digital twins can utilize and manage the Internet of Things (IoT) devices and IoT systems of systems [5]. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and attached IoT sensor components can be energy and cost-effective monitoring approaches [6]. WSNs are also frequently constrained to limited computing and power resources and thus security in WSNs can be challenged [7]. To maintain the integrity of the sensor data and overall system state awareness, secure links with proper authentication must be established [8].

Vulnerable digital twins offer hackers a blueprint of the physical counterpart as well as other backend systems that may be a part of system integration [9]. The digital twin can help secure the physical systems or be yet another vulnerability as IoT growth has created a large cyber-attack surface [10]. IoT has revealed security vulnerability ranging from trust management, authentication, privacy, to access control of embedded systems [11]. While digital twins may present such risk, they are still getting popular. The smart factory market, an economy of integrated automation solutions adopted to streamline manufacturing, is predicted to be worth approximately $205 billion-dollar by 2022 [9]. Hearn and Rix also cite another 2019 study whereof 220 security leaders in industrial and manufacturing who were a part of the research survey, 79% indicated they had experienced an IoT cyberattack within that past year. IoT and digital twins-based systems can be attractive targets for malicious actors.

Hearn and Rix identify advantages, such as the prevention of downtime and monitoring attacks against cyber-physical systems, as potential benefits of digital twins [9]. Risks of digital twins in cyber-physical systems (CPS) include the intellectual property incorporated in the digital twins as well as critical information about the CPS itself. For such reasons, the digital twin itself must go through rigorous software hardening routines, such as fuzz and penetration testing [9]. Security of the digital twin must start from the ground-up, inception to retirement. Security concerns must be incorporated with the organization’s culture [9].

IoT systems and CPS are being deployed in the energy industry, and there have been instances of cyber-attacks on them. Some known attacks include the US electrical grid in 2009, Ukraine power outage in 2015, and Stuxnet attacks in 2005 and 2010 [10]. Common problems can facilitate such attacks, such as low power IoT devices have minimal resources and thus they are not resilient to denial of service attacks. A digital twin may create yet another vulnerability of an industrial or energy system.

Atalay & Angin in their 2020 study proposes that the digital twin can help to secure a cyber-physical system by establishing a security framework. The framework should contain an extensible digital twin that represents the smart grid, a cyber-threat database for applicable attack vectors, attack simulation tools, and an analysis and reporting module [10].

The framework suggested by Atalay & Angin starts with the creation of the digital twin through specification and reuse of other models. The framework separates the modeling of the CPSs into two phases, identification of the elements and their relationships, and building the network model using simulation. By creating the digital twin and using models, it is possible to achieve standardization through model reuse, utilization of a central threat intelligence database of smart grid attacks, and to achieve continuity of security evaluation [10].

Digital twins may secure physical systems through rule-based controls as well as intrusion detection as proposed by Eckhart and Ekelhart [4]. They identify a wide range of definitions for digital twins. Some definitions omit simulation and focus on visualization, such as implementing augmented reality (AR). AR applications have their security and quality concerns [12]. Eckhart and Ekelhart also explain how a digital twin be used to implement intrusion detection for an industrial control system (ICS) or CPS. They identify concerns beyond intrusion detection, such as:

- the origin of digital twins was in the simulation of systems, although some authors omit simulation as a benefit of digital twins
- digital twins may have fidelity issues which may limit their use
- digital twins have a lifecycle that follows the lifecycle of their physical counterpart
- proper retirement of a digital twin system is imperative as it may contain private and confidential data
- digital twins may be used for security personnel training or in a cyber range as the attack target
- cost of digital twin creation can still be a prohibitive factor

Eckhart and Ekelhart refer to their 2018 publication, where, it was suggested that previously established specifications of the physical system could be modeled with AutoML, virtualized within Mininet and other tools, which can reduce the cost of creating digital twins [13]. They further proposed that digital twins can assist in intrusion detection by offering a baseline of normal behavior that can be analyzed and compared to the behavior of the physical system to detect outlying and potentially malicious activity [13].

3. Methodology

3.1. Collection

This paper focuses on the analysis of collections of Twitter tweets, as well as academic papers. Scripts have been written in R and executed throughout the research period. More R code has been utilized to clean the collected tweets, transform new classification data fields, and analyze them for n-grams, mention,
and sentiment analysis. The scripts use various libraries, such as the rtweet library as an API to the Twitter social media platform. Figure 1 below omits various keys and passwords yet illustrates the basics of library import and the implementation of a search and data frame store of tweets.

```r
library(rtweet)
library(aes)
library(dplyr)
library(tidyr)
library(stringr)

c_key <- ... c_secret <- ...
access_token <- ...
access_secret <- ...

twitter_token <- create_token(
  api_key = c_key,
  api_secret = c_secret,
  access_token = access_token,
  access_secret = access_secret
)

setup_twitter_oauth(consumer_key, consumer_secret, access_token, access_secret)

digitaltwi <- search_tweets(q = "#digitaltwin", since = '2020-06-08', n = 5000)
```

Figure 1: Screenshot of example usage of rtweet library within R Studio

Three scripts were written to collect tweets for this research. The first used a single search criterion, “#digitaltwin”, which has collected 3,102 tweets within 21 days of June 2020. The second and third scripts ran for the entire month of July 2020. 422,963 industry internet of things (IIoT) tweets and 497,174 cybersecurity tweets were collected. The tweets are stored with metadata made available via the rtweet API, but not all data has been retained. Additional data has been generated and stored such as the industry a tweet may mention and the sentiment score (positive or negative) of the text within the tweet. Table 2 lists the acquired and generated data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>created_at</td>
<td>The date the tweet was originally posted to the Twitter platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text</td>
<td>Character contents of the tweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>favorite_count</td>
<td>An integer representing the number of times a tweet has been marked as a favorite by Twitter users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retweet_count</td>
<td>An integer representing the number of times a tweet has been retweeted by Twitter users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>country</td>
<td>Frequently NA within the dataset and sometimes providing the country of origin of the Twitter user posting the tweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retweet_location</td>
<td>Frequently NA within the dataset and sometimes providing the country of origin the Twitter user retweeting a tweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry and count</td>
<td>A list of industries and the count of mentions from the gathered tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment</td>
<td>The individual sentiment score of a tweet’s text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retweet</td>
<td>Binomial value indicating if retweet_count &gt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorite</td>
<td>Binomial value indicating if favorite_count is &gt; 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Tweet data fields

3.2. Data Preparation and Processing

Data preparation activities may account for 80 percent of the time invested in data science effort [14]. In this study, the collection took many days, but the Twitter data was usable practically from the beginning. This is due to the limited search criteria used and the nature of the required data (such as we did not need the country or retweet_location fields for this research, both having many empty or not applicable entries). The longest time in preparation was determining industry mentions and labeling the tweets. Industry and identification keywords for cross-reference and classification efforts were collected from the International Labor Organization’s web site [15]. Preprocessing was done cross-referencing the ILO keywords to the tweet’s text to determine the tweet’s topics. This enabled mention analysis by the labor industry.

In the second corpus of tweets, the labeling of tweets allowed the naïve Bayes models to be trained and then tested. Tweets were labeled based upon the search criteria that was used to collect the tweets. This label would consist of either IoT or cybersecurity. Eighty percent of the data was used to train the models and twenty percent was utilized to test the model accuracy. Various models and parameters were used to predict the correct tweet label. Other preprocessing for the model input parameters included sentiment analysis and word lemmatization. The package textstem was utilized for word lemmatization and the packages tidytex and sentimt were utilized for the sentiment analysis.

4. Results of First Corpus Analysis

The word cloud illustrated in Figure 2 highlights common bigrams found within the first corpus of collected tweets, those 3,102 found with search criterion #digitaltwin, after removing common stop words. While concerning the word ‘security’ is not paired with another common word frequently enough to make this bi-gram chart, we do see that conversations on Twitter around defense, risk, and the industrial use of IoT are occurring, each having relevance towards this research.

![Figure 2: Word Cloud of Bigrams within the Tweet Collection Text](image-url)
corpus, those 3,102 tweets collected by searching #digitaltwin. Such terms may occur in one tweet multiple times. Overall, terms such as “encrypt”, or “vulnerability” have almost no mention in such tweets and do not appear as a part of the social media conversation which is a concerning observation.

Table 3: Common security terms and their occurrence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Count of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“security”</td>
<td>“secure”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“risk”</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“defense”</td>
<td>“defensive”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“iiot”</td>
<td>“industrial iot”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“encrypt”</td>
<td>“decrypt”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“vulnerability”</td>
<td>“threat”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at this first corpus of tweets, the percentage of tweets containing common security terms make up 10% of the total volume of tweets collected using the #digitaltwin search criteria within the specified time range, as illustrated in Figure 3. We observe a dearth of conversation within the social media analysis towards securing digital twins, which could be used to implement the security models needed.

4.1. Most Favored and Most Retweeted Tweets about Digital Twins

Tweets can be favored as well as re-tweeted. The number of favorites indicates the count of unique user accounts that like or agree with the content of the tweet [16]. In the first corpus, the most favored tweet is also the most retweeted. It will be discussed later in this section. To provide more breadth of the findings, the second most favored tweet is illustrated in Figure 4 [17]. This tweet refers to Intel technology and links to a 2015 white paper where Intel published best practices to help with IoT sensor technology implementation against challenges such as cost of ownership, maintaining security, and designing for scalability [18].

Within the scope of this first corpus, the most retweeted tweet is about the use of digital twin used in contact tracing to help prevent the spread of Covid-19. The digital twin was specifically built and used to help contain the spread of the virus in Dharavi, a location within Mumbai that houses nearly one million residents. Many of these residents rely on daily wages. Living and working conditions may reduce or prevent social distancing. During the time of the tweet creation, epidemiologists had credited the Dharavi community for their efforts towards containment [19]. Figure 5 is a screen capture of this most favorited tweet within the first corpus [20]. While we cannot confirm the accuracy of the tweet, we can recognize from the tweet contents the broad application of digital twin usage to monitor, model, and control a pandemic. The nature of such a system and the associated data also provide support for why such the system requires a mature security posture, to protect individuals and their privacy rights.

Figure 3: Most IoT tweets do not mention security topics

4.2. Mention and Sentiment Analysis

Studies show digital twins being utilized across industries; mention analysis from social media provides an additional perspective. To analyze industry mention among the first tweet collection, we crossed referenced the tweets’ text with a list of known industry categories [15]. The simple algorithm reads the tweet texts and counts industry mentions, including when multiple
industries are mentioned within a single tweet’s text. Figure 6 illustrates mention analysis results with health, education, and public as the top three topics with most mentions within the tweets’ text.

Utilizing the sentimentr package, each industry group has the individual tweet text sentiment scores averaged and placed on the chart found in Figure 7. The sentiment scores from the sentimentr package may range from a negative 2.0 to a positive 2.0. While the health and public industries were high in the mention-analysis, the sentiment scores for those industry groups are negative. The three industry groups having the highest average sentiment scores are engineering, commerce, and energy.

The tweet in the engineering group having the highest sentiment score is given in Figure 8 [21]. This tweet indicates the usage of digital twins to assist in the simulation of electric vehicles for optimal energy management.

Today’s electric vehicles market is high stakes. The current pandemic threatens the automotive supply chain [22], a Tesla truck recently marketed towing a competitor’s vehicle (F-150) up a hill [23], and Tesla competitor Nikola Motors saw a one-day stock jump of 104% [24]. Security posture is required around the intellectual property in this dynamic and competitive market, and therefore must be applied to such a digital twin.

5. Results of Social Media Analytics of IIoT and Cybersecurity Tweets

Multiple prediction models were created to further inspect the tweets. This included attempts to predict whether a given tweet was towards the topic of cybersecurity or IIoT. Methods such as word stems, lemmatization, term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) were utilized in naïve Bayes and general linear models.

A naïve Bayes model that attempted to predict the label, cybersecurity or IIoT, of a given tweet using word lemmatization and sentiment analysis could predict the label correctly with a 70.3% accuracy. While this prediction accuracy is not high, perhaps the sentiment coefficient correlations are more telling. As previously stated, security must start with the organization’s culture [9]. An organization’s culture consists of the beliefs and values of the employees. Communication incorporating the sentiment of the topic may be more influential towards influencing behavior or belief. The sentiment level of the cybersecurity tweets, when compared to the IIoT tweets, was higher in the areas of anger, disgust, fear, negative, and sadness, whereas the IIoT tweets sentiment level, when compared to cybersecurity tweets, was higher in anticipation, joy, positive, surprise, and trust. Table 4 lists the average sentiment scores for each classification of sentiment by the cybersecurity and IIoT labels.

Given a tweet is about Cybersecurity, there is a 14.5% probability that the tweet is negative, an 11.6% probability that the tweet provokes anticipation, and an 11.3% probability that the tweet has the sentiment of fear. This information may be key for communicating cybersecurity strategies and plans within an organization. We should consider the sentiment of our security posture messaging, and how it fits into the culture, behaviors, and values of the communication’s target audience.

The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) score utilization within a naïve Bayes model had less accuracy,
6. Application of a Digital Twin as a Multi-Model Security Architecture

Digital twins are commonly used to help monitor, model, and control cyber-physical systems. Engineering a digital twin should be done using a systematic approach by performing a needs analysis from the physical device and context of the operating environment [1]. Needs analysis and environmental context must include non-functional requirements, including cybersecurity. Securing information confidentiality of these cyber-physical systems is a growing concern [25]. Beyond the common monitor, model, and control mechanisms, digital twins may also be utilized for incorporating multiple security models.

Several security control models exist. The information flow model is a common mechanism to maintain information confidentiality [26]. We outline in Table 5 how the information flow model may also work to maintain the integrity of a digital twin and its physical counterpart. Multiple models will need to be implemented in the system engineering effort to establish a secure posture. Each model has a strength, such as Bell-LaPadula working towards the confidentiality of information [27]. Furthermore, in Table 5, we indicate how the lattice model, incorporating Biba, can work to ensure information integrity.

The digital twin may also incorporate concepts and techniques such as automated policy exchange (APEX) to prevent data leakage. APEX technology works to keep honest people working within the guidance of security best practices and policies, as large systems and enterprises may have complex policies that not everyone is aware of [28]. Using APEX, the digital twin would monitor labeled files throughout their lifecycle and use control mechanisms, such as deployed agents within the cyber-physical system, to prevent or warn on file activities by users.

Another possible avenue would be for the monitoring portion of the digital twin to utilize a System Call Intercept (SCI) framework. SCI works to reduce data leakage by reviewing policies of subjects and objects, trapping some specific activities before an operating system completing the execution of the activity and perhaps suspending the activity completely [29]. Using the SCI framework, the monitor and modeling functions of the digital twin would use policies to review specific subjects or objects (perhaps all users and system components within a zero-trust approach) and trap some actions for review before the OS or another system component completing the action. An inventory of objects, subjects, and system calls that could be trapped would be required to implement such a framework, which will improve data protection. This inventory could be complemented with behavior analysis by machine learning models to identify malicious activity. Machine learning can be used for countering cybersecurity threats and vulnerability mitigation using regression, prediction, and classification techniques [30].

Table 5 provides high-level examples of how a digital twin implementation may satisfy or utilize common security models such as State Machine, Lattice, Interference, and Information Flow models.

Table 5: Application examples of a digital twin as a multi-model security schema

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Model</th>
<th>Example Digital Twin Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Machine</td>
<td>Digital twin control input is first executed within the model. Validation occurs within the model for an appropriate output state. The input may be rejected before entering the digital twin control mechanism for actual processing on the cyber-physical system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Interference Model</td>
<td>Monitoring and control mechanisms must obfuscate users reading (monitoring) and writing (controlling) across domains. This reduces the probability of users being influenced by the actions of subjects with greater/lesser clearance. This approach may utilize common discretionary access control (DAC) across file systems, mandatory access control (MAC) through rule-based systems, and role-based control. DAC and MAC limit the availability of information objects to certain subjects to retain the confidentiality of information [31].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice Model</td>
<td>Biba protects integrity by preventing a subject from reading lower integrity or lower-level access data [31]. Using the Biba Model approach, the digital twin modeling process accesses only known secured sensors (having a level of integrity through controls). While we may monitor many sensors, decision dashboards and predictive analytics should utilize only trusted and secured sensors. A matrix of such processes and secure sensors would instruct inputs for such high integrity algorithms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Flow Model</td>
<td>Sensor information flow is one way. The Digital twin may read sensor data for monitoring or modeling purposes. No data is transmitted to a sensor to be later sent back, as sensor-originated data. This prevents levels of spoofing sensor data, by not allowing writes to the sensor memory. Any PUT type of action to sensors APIs would be rejected and logged as malicious intent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8 illustrates a situation where a population, Bluetooth sensors from mobile devices, network paths, and system logic are used for the creation of a population’s digital twin. In this case, the digital twin of the population would be used by public health officials and the application subscribers for contact tracing. The diagram’s purpose is to provide examples illustrating the concepts given in Table 5 applied to a hypothetical contact tracing system.

The logic should first model that notification within the digital twin. The modeling should evaluate the message accuracy and may even predict how the population may behave to help public health officials craft response plans. If the notification messages were not related by a contact tracing scheme, the message may be malicious and should be stopped.

The information flow model is utilized to protect the population and their privacy. The mobile device’s application logic allows Bluetooth connections to write to ledgers indicating contacts. This data is anonymized and does not indicate a person’s identity. Writing to this ledger is only allowed by the local mobile device which is in the possession of the user. The centralized system does not allow writing to this contact ledger. The mobile device application will pull anonymized alert data from the central system. This data is written to a separate ledger. The only mechanism for the centralized system to send data to the host devices is through the SMS push notification mechanism, which has levels of security such as users being required to opt-in and the state machine model.

Users of the Population Contact Digital Twin dashboard will utilize roles, authentication, and authorization to access the digital twin of the population. Low entitlement users would not have the ability to interfere with the population by spying on them using inference techniques. Entitled users, such as medical doctors, may be granted access to information having more fidelity to help protect the population’s health. This protects a population using the non-interference model with access controls.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

7.1. Conclusions

Digital twins operate from and create new cyber-physical system information. A proper design approach for a digital twin should model its cyber-physical system, including its future states. In addition to monitoring, modeling, and controlling the cyber-physical system, a digital twin must also provide security. This fourth element as applied to the prior three digital twin requirements allows for a layered approach to securing cyber-physical systems by implementing multiple security models. While past researchers have focused on intrusion detection, this article proposes that common security control models such as state machine, non-interference, lattice, and information flow models can be utilized in digital twin implementation to secure itself the associated cyber-physical system.

In the first corpus of tweets collected in this study by searching for #digitaltwin, those referencing security concepts represented a small population of 10%. In the second and larger corpus of the collected tweets, the top mentioned industries or business sectors were health, education, and public in that order. The top three industries having the highest tweet sentiment were engineering, commerce, and energy. While naïve Bayes models reached only a 70.3% accuracy at differentiating a tweet that was about cybersecurity versus a tweet about digital twins, the sentiment findings of the messages leaned towards negative messaging from the cybersecurity tweets.

7.2. Future Work

Most of our research utilized social media, which can be time-consuming to prepare such data and has limits in what it can...
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